DUAL CITY EXPERIENCE

CSM LONDON
Central Saint Martins is one of the world’s
leading centres for art and design education,
a reputation based around the achievements
of its graduates and the creative energy of its
current staff and students.
The College brings a broad range of art and
design activities together in an extraordinary
new building, voted the world’s best higher
education building in 2012. The building
allows the exchange of ideas and techniques
across disciplines, acting as a huge
workshop of thinking and making,
underpinned by a strong research base
and exceptional technical resources.

CSM inspires its students and staff to
be alert to new approaches and ideas;
the resulting journey can be challenging
but is never dull.

From the first day on your course you will
be part of a group of friendly, like-minded
individuals from around the world that
you would never normally get to meet.

This forward-looking approach places
Central Saint Martins at the heart of London’s
dynamic creative scene. All of our courses
have strong links with practice and industry
through visiting lectures, live projects and
tutors who are leading practitioners.

Achieve personal growth
Your tutors will use their industry experience
and professional contacts to expand your
curriculum, sharpen your skills and boost
your resume and portfolio of work. In turn,
you will discover the reality of how your
chosen subject area works in two different
colleges, countries and cultures.

Students from all over the world come to join
us in this exciting adventure. You could be
the next. Be brave and do what you love.

Have unforgettable experiences
Get to know your classmates, now your new

international friends, by sharing your views
and experiences, whilst absorbing the culture
from the local museums, galleries, cafes,
bars and restaurants. Roam the cool city
streets and neighbourhoods, shop at great
stores and specialist boutiques or just relax
in the many waterfront spaces or city parks
as you soak up the summer sun.
Travel + Learn + Experience
Enrol on one of the programmes today and
gain a global perspective and a competitive
edge this summer for your creative
professional future.

TRAVEL + LEARN + EXPERIENCE
CSM PARTNERS

DECADE OF DUAL CITY
The Dual City Summer Sessions are a range
of practical fashion, design and art courses
that began in 2006.

Enrol on a dual city 2015 summer

LONDON +

journey through two cities, two

ISTANBUL

course and you will experience a

cultures and two different methods
of teaching – all in one educational
summer programme.
Central Saint Martins, Short Course Office, Granary Building, 1 Granary Square King’s Cross, London N1C 4AA, UK

email: dualcitycsm@arts.ac.uk   visit : www.arts.ac.uk

search: CSM dual city    phone: +44 20 7514 7015
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LONDON+ NEW YORK

LONDON+ BARCELONA

LONDON+ COPENHAGEN

LONDON+ MILAN

LONDON+ ISTANBUL

LONDON+ PARIS

New York and London are cities rich
in design, art, fashion and innovation.
The appeal of these two cities extends
around the world with artists and
designers flocking to these creative hubs
in order to experience their unique culture.

London and Barcelona are both world
famous for art and design. They are exciting
international cities that attract visitors from
all around the world, enticed by the rich
heritage and cool contemporary culture of
the cities and their creative practitioners.
Whether you are interested in fine art, design,
retail, media or history both cities are packed
with places to explore, find inspiration and
immerse yourself.

London and Copenhagen, are two
dynamic fashion and lifestyle capital cities
that provide ideal study locations to compare
and contrast the exhilarating design culture
of northern Europe. Copenhagen, the
European green capital in 2014, is a standard
bearer for cool Scandinavian design, new
Nordic cuisine and cosy interiors.

London and Milan have some of Europe’s
best fashion, art and retail experiences,
exceptional architecture and are home for
some of the world’s top design companies.

London and Istanbul are among the world’s
oldest and richest cities in terms of heritage
and historical sites. Their global appeal is
booming, with artists and designers keen
to experience the beguiling mix of both the
ancient and modern styles of these vibrant
metropolises.

London and Paris are cities rich in creativity,
from art, architecture and interior design
to textiles, product design and, most significantly, fashion. This creativity has found an
important place in the cultures of these two
cities, where artists and designers are
drawing upon a successful past and
creating new concepts for the future.

Our partner institution for these courses,
Parsons The New School for Design, is a
pioneer in art and design education. Parsons
has cultivated outstanding artists, designers,
scholars, business people, and community
leaders for more than a century.

Our partner institution for these courses,
ELISAVA Barcelona School of Design and
Engineering, is the leading design school
in Spain.

Our partner institution, The Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts, Schools of
Architecture, Design and Conservation
(KADK) is a prestigious institution, founded
in 1754, that is internationally recognised as
one of the leading Nordic academies
for world class study and research
environments.

Our partner institution for the courses in
Milan, is NABA (Nuova Accademia di Belle
Arti). Based in the heart of Milan’s design
scene, this university is a respected
and innovative design school with a
multidisciplinary design approach that
combines classroom theory with hands-on
project work.

Our partner institution for these courses,
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University (MSGSU),
is situated in the heart of Istanbul by the
Bosphorus Strait, looking out across to
the continent of Asia and is the perfect
base to explore the city and catch the
progressive and fashionable vibe of
Turkey’s cultural capital.

Our partner institution for these courses,
L’Institut Français de la Mode (IFM), is the
center in France for training, research
and expertise in the fashion design and
creative industries.

LDN + NYC

LDN + BCN

LDN + CPH

LDN + MIL

IST + LDN

LDN + PAR

Fashion Communication and Promotion —2 weeks

Furniture Design —4 weeks

Contemporary Digital Print for Fashion —2 weeks

Fashion Styling and Image Creation —4 weeks

Graphic Design: Calligraphy & Typography —4 weeks

New Approaches to Fashion Design

NYC 29 JN—03 JUL + LDN 06—10JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL + BCN 20—30 JUL

LDN 6—10 JUL + PAR 13—17JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL + MIL 21—31JUL

IST 29 JN—09 JUL +
 LDN 14—24JUL

in London and Paris —2 weeks*

Strategic Design Management—2 weeks

Visual Merchandising—4 weeks

Art Direction for Fashion—2 weeks

Ceramic Design—2 weeks

NYC 29 JN—03 JUL +
 LDN 06—10JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL +
 BCN 20—30 JUL

LDN 6—10 JUL + MIL 13—17JUL

IST 29 JN—03 JUL +
 LDN 06—10JUL

Luxury Branding—2 weeks

Interior Design—4 weeks

Fashion Trend Spotting in Europe—4 weeks

Textile Design: Practical Laser Cutting—4 weeks

NYC 29 JN—03 JUL +
 LDN 06—10JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL +
 BCN 20—30 JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL + MIL 21—31JUL

IST 29 JN—09 JUL +
 LDN 14—24JUL

Fashion Design, Process and Practice —4 weeks

Graphic Design and City Typography —2 weeks

Fashion Design: Portfolio Building—4 weeks

NYC 29 JN—09 JUL + LDN 14—24JUL

LDN 6—10 JUL +
 BCN 13—17 JUL

LDN 6—16 JUL + MIL 21—31JUL

Sustainable Packaging Design —2 weeks
LDN 6—10 JUL +
 BCN 13—17 JUL

LDN 6—10 JUL + PAR 13—17JUL
Fashion and Culture in London and Paris —2 weeks*
LDN 6—10 JUL + PAR 13—17JUL
Fashion Accessories—2 weeks*
LDN 6—10 JUL + PAR 13—17JUL
* No class Tuesday 14 July

